The dynamics of axisymmetric slender liquid bridges in isorotation under /ig conditions is studied. Slendernesses of the bridge very cióse to the static stability limit for cylindrical bridges are considered. The inviscid three-dimensional problem is solved in the neighborhood of that stability limit following a regular perturbation approach. A nonlinear model where the pressure and velocity fields are coupled with the free-surface deformation is obtained. The free-surface deformation in the case of stable configurations is analyzed. The effect of Coriolis forces in the dynamics of the bridge turns out to be very important: for large valúes of the rotation speed the movement of the free surface is very irregular, and its amplitude is much smaller than that in the case of small rotation.
INTRODUCTION
The study of the fluid configuraron known as "liquid bridge" has great interest as a model of the "floating zone" technique for crystal growth. In this technique, in order to make the temperature field uniform enough, the sample (a cylindrical rod) is rotated around its axis /l/.
Even though rotation is part of the technique, in the literature the studies on liquid bridges where it is considered refer only to the static problem (including linear stability analyses) /2-4/. In this work we study the effect of the rotation of the disks (bridge supports) on the dynamics of the liquid bridge; we formúlate a three-dimensional problem where the combined effect of Coriolis and capillary forces, and the nonlinear terms in the equations of motion is analyzed.
The liquid bridge will be supposed to be under microgravity conditions, thus we will consider slender bridges, that is bridges with slenderness (length/diameter ratio) cióse to TT (the static stability limit for cylindrical bridges /5/). In practice the viscosity of the liquids commonly used is low (the appropriate dimensionless parameter being much less than one), then, in our model the viscous terms in the formulation will be neglected /6/. Finally, we will confine ourselves to the study of the axisymmetric case.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let us consider a liquid bridge consisting of two disks of radius R separated a distance 2L, and the liquid of density p and surface tensión a, as shown in figure 1. We consider a coordínate system rotating with angular velocity ü (the rotating speed of Fig. 1 
These equations must be solved with appropriato initial conditions. In equations (1) 
MODEL FOR SLENDER, SLOWLY ROTATING LIQUID BRIDGES
We consider the following distinguished limit (neighborhood of A = % /3/)
with \£\ ~ b ~ 1 and 0 < £ < 1, and look for solutions of the form
in terms of the slow time variable
Introducing (2) and (3) into (1), and eliminating secular terms in the time scale i ~ 1 and in the orders 0(e 2 ) for the velocity field and 0(£ 3 ) for the pressure field, one obtains the evolution equations for u\, v\, w\, qo and a. Eliminating uj, V\ and w\ in such equations, the following model, which only depends on the pressure 92 an ¿ the free-surface amplitude a, is obtained
q 2r = 0 in r -0; q 2rT =-(a'" + 86a')sinz in r = 1 
RESULTS
The unique solution of equations (4) where tp(r, z) is the unique solution of
After substituting (6) into (4) 
The system of equations (8) has been integrated using a Runge-Kutta method of 4 th order, after truncating the infinite sum, typically, for m, n < 100, and using a time step Ar = 0.001. In figure  2 we present the free-surface amplitude a(r) for a 0 = 1, l = -50 and 6=1, 10, 30 and 40.
In the absence of rotation (if 6=0) one has Q mn = 0 for all m and n, and equation (8a) for a(r) reduces to a subcritical Duffin equation with periodic solutions for i < 0 and |a 0 | < y/^4i/Z, and divergent solutions in finite time (which correspond to the breakage of the bridge) for l > 0 or t < 0 and |a 0 | > y/~Al¡Í. If 6 > 0 one has the following behavior: quasi-periodic solutions (see figure 2) for £ + b < 0 and |ao| < \/-4(¿ -f 6)/3, and divergent solutions in finite time (breakage) foT¿ + b>Qorl + b<0 and \ao \ > y/-A{£ + 6)/3. The quasi-periodic solutions are obtained after a transient interval, and then the local máxima of the function \a\ = \a(r)\ are always clearly smaller than \a 0 \ = |a(0)|; the larger £ + b (for given ao), the smaller those máxima. In these latter cases the free surface behavior, although irregular (see figure 2d) , does not seem to be chaotic; this is concluded after calculating the Lyapunov exponents and the Fourier transforms of the function a = a(r).
